
ASTR 1050 Lab Syllabus - Fall 2012

Lab Assistant: Dan Gershun dgershun@uwyo.edu

My Lab Times: W 1:30-3; R 1:30-3, 3:10-5, 7:10-9

Other Lab Times: M 3:10-5; T 1:10-3, 3:10-5, 7:10-9; W 3:10-5, 7:10-9

Office Hours (PS 114): M 1-2 and R 10:30-11:30
If you cannot make these office hours, try one of the other

TAs or email me and we can work something out.

My Philosophy:

Welcome to Astronomy 1050 Lab! We will meet each week in Physical Sciences Room 132 to
apply the concepts you learn in lecture. We will be using a variety of approaches, which include
models, real and simulated data, as well as the Universitys 16-insch S.T.A.R. Telescope to view
the night sky!

Lab should be a time for you to try different approaches to a situation and ask lots of questions
that you may have about Lab and how it connects to the lecture. Also, dont be afraid to do
something wrong the first time. Humans can never progress–mentally, physically or emotionally–
if they dont make mistakes here and there. Sure, it may take a bit longer to do something, but
the act of failing and then correcting that mistake provides a much stronger learning experience
than doing something perfect on the first try. I am not here to judge you–I am here to help you,
and to promote a fun and engaging experience about some of the most interesting phenomena
in the universe.

Grading and Attendance:

Labs will be worth 20% of your course grade. Your lowest lab grade will be dropped. There
will be no allotted times to make up a lab, so attendance is very important! If you have an
excused absence you may attend a different lab, but you need to email me beforehand, so that I
can make sure there is space in the lab you wish to attend.

Labs will be due by the end of the lab period, and no late labs will be accepted (there is ample
time to finish the lab during the lab period). It is not required–but suggested–to bring your
textbook, as you may want to look up data, conversions, etc. There are a limited amount of
calculators in the Astronomy Lab so if you want to be guarunteed a calculator, bring one.
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The Post-Lab Follow-up:

At the beginning of the following week’s Lab, I will hand back your graded lab and you will
answer three to four follow-up questions which review last week’s lab. This will be worth points!
You must hand this in before starting the next lab.

Group Work and Plagiarism:

It is absolutely fine for you to work in groups (no more than four persons to a group). HOW-
EVER, you are responsible for submitting YOUR OWN Lab. If I notice that written responses
are the same or quite similar, I will warn you once, and if it persists, I will take it to higher au-
thorities. I encourage all of you to discuss the lab questions with your group and other groups to
make sure that you all understand the concepts, but please: answer questions in your own words.

Tips for Success:

I look at three main qualities when grading Labs, more so than just the ”right answer.” If you
would like to be successful at lab, I would highly recommend the following:

• SHOW YOUR WORK! For questions that involve equations, show your steps, start
with an equation, plug in numbers (with units) and then arrive at an final numeric answer.

• USE UNITS! I don’t know what 4 is...I do know what 4 meters is.

• EXPLAIN YOUR REASONING! Even if you get a particular answer wrong, your
explanation will show me your thought process and will warrent partial credit. This goes
for the Yes/No questions as well. ”Yes, because....” or ”No, because...”

Lab Schedule (subject to change)

Week 1 Quantitative Techniques (Basic mathematic techniques we will use in other labs)
Week 2 No Lab, Labor Day
Week 3 Planetarium (How the Sun and stars move across the sky)
Week 4 Observing on the Roof (What we can see from Laramies clear skies)
Week 5 Keplers Laws (Laws that govern how planets orbit the Sun)
Week 6 Observing the Moon (Understanding the earth-moon-sun system)
Week 7 Extrasolar Planets (Noting the discovery of 51-Peg: the first known Exoplanet)
Week 8 The Electromagnetic Spectrum (Light and its usefulness in astronomy!)
Week 9 HR Diagram (The different types of stars and how they change over time)
Week 10 Parallax (How to find distances to very distant objects)
Week 11 Stellar Evolution and Planetary Nebulae (discussing the death of a low-mass star)
Week 12 The Milky Way Galaxy (How we determined the structure of our galaxy)
Week 13 No Lab, Thanksgiving
Week 14 Hubbles Law (The first step in our understanding of the evolution of the Universe)
Week 15 No Lab
Week 16 No Lab, Finals Week
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